Haze laden skies. Pollution issue? Everyone needs a giant metal dino, right? The cause of our troubles? This march was planned to bring attention to the fact that EVERYONE is affected by climate change. Dignitaries from all around the world were meeting on Tuesday at the United Nations to discuss climate change and what can be done to stem the changes in our environment.

100,000 people were expected to walk the streets of Manhattan!! What we got was much more exciting! A moment of solitude at 12:58 created a chilling and deafening silence followed by a roar from 400,000 people at 1:00 p.m.

This March Told A Story!

The Sierra Club’s Front Line! Just a fraction of the crowds!

Custom signs created by Buffalo State students Evana Zafirakis and Fred Bloom.
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James, Evana and Fred at the ‘People’s Climate March’.

Students, friends, activists and professionals march as one.

Former Buffalo State student Melissa Bender.

Actress and Sierra Club Supporter Evangeline Lilly
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